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We first discuss the methods introduced by the authors (Arm. Sci. Ecole Norm. 
Sup. 19, 1986, 57-106) to study subfactors having finite Jones’ index. Then we show 
that for pairs of finite dimensional algebras A c B with embedding matrix T we 
have the inequalities H(B/ A) <In 11 Tll’, 11TII’<%(B, A)-‘, where H(BIA), I(B, A) 
are the relative entropy and the generalized index i(B, A)-’ introduced by the 
authors (referenced above). This proves that if H is closed to In 1-l then the index 
i-’ is close to the square of the norm of the inclusion matrix of A in B. We then 
deduce that if N c R is a subfactor of the hyperfinite II, factor with N’ n R = C and 
so that R can be approximated by finite dimensional algebras B, in a way that the 
relation (*) E,,,E,$) = E,,r, *v holds for all n, then the index of N in R, [R:N], is 
equal to the square of the norm of a (possibly infinite dimensional) matrix with 
nonnegative integer entries. By A. J. Hoffman (“Lecture Notes in Math.,” Vol. 303, 
pp. 165-172, Springer-Verlag, New York/Berlin, 1972) this yields gaps in the set of 
values of indices in the interval (4, 2 + $), for this class of subfactors of R. We 
prove that for any pair of hypertinite II, factors Nc R there exists an increasing 
sequence of finite dimensional subfactors B, c R so that U B, = R, U (B, n N) = N, 
(but without the condition (*) satislied). ( 1991 Academic press. ~nc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let M be a type IT, factor and NC M a subfactor of M. V. Jones 
associated to the inclusion N c M a number [M: N], called the index of N 
in A4 [Jl]. This is the coupling constant of N when regarded in the 
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standard representation of M. A first problem he considered in [Jl] was 
to characterize the set of all the possible values the index may take: he 
proved that [M:N] can only take the values 
{4cos~~~nb 11” [4, al 
and that each of these values can appear. The most interesting case of sub- 
factors are those for which the relative commutant N’ n M is reduced to 
the scalars Cl ,,,. Jones proved in [Jl ] that small values of indices 
[M: N] < 4 impose the condition N’ A M= C. However, his examples 
of subfactors of index larger than 4 don’t satisfy this condition (cf. 
[Jl]), in fact they are of a certain trivial form [PiPol]. The problem of 
characterizing the values [M: N] > 4 in the case N’ n M= C remained 
open. 
This problem splits into two parts: 
I. The example problem, which consists in constructing pairs of 
factors N c it4 with a certain index and trivial relative commutant. 
II. The obstruction problem, which assumes proving that only 
certain values can occur as index. 
In [ PiPol] we developed a program and some technical tools to 
approach these two problems. It is based on the idea of approximating 
pairs of hyperfinite type II, factors Nc M by pairs of finite dimensional 
algebras and getting the index [M:N] and the relative commutant N’ n M 
as a limit of similar objects associated to the finite dimensional pairs. 
This approach to the problem means going through the following steps: 
lo. Give a definition of an index “[B:A]” for general inclusions of 
algebras A c B (e.g., finite dimensional), when B has a given trace. 
2”. Define an object “A’n B” to replace the relative commutant 
(which may be improper in the finite dimensional case). 
3”. The definitions of “[B:A]” and “A’n B” must be so that 
if {A,,},, {B,),, are increasing sequences of finite dimensional algebras 
with A,c B, and N= u A,,, M= U B, then [M:N] =lim “[BIr:A,,]“, 
N’ n A4 “ = ” lim “A:, n B, .” 
4”. Construction of sequences as in 3” (to solve I). 
5”. Proof of existence of sequences as in 3” approximating a given 
pair of hyperfinite factors N c M (to solve II). 
An additional difficulty arises when trying to go through steps l”, 2”, 3”: 
the sequence of inclusions A, c B, must clearly satisfy certain compatibility 
conditions, otherwise we cannot hope 3” to hold true whatever the 
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definitions in lo, 2” are taken. The right condition is that at each step n, 
the inclusion A, c B, must form a commuting square of algebras with the 
previous inclusion A, ~ i c B, _, . This means that the trace preserving 
conditional expectations onto these subalgebras must satisfy 
E,nEE,nm I= E,“-, (see [Pol, PiPol]). (*) 
Then we solved l”, 2”, 3” in the following way [PiPol]: We defined 
“[B:A]” as the number ~(B,A)=sup{l>,OIE,(x)>,Lx, for all XEB+}. 
We proved that if A = N, B= A4 are factors then [M: N] = %(M, N))‘. To 
handle the relative cornmutant we considered the relative entropy H( B / A) 
associated to the inclusion A c B (as in [CS]). It turns out that this num- 
ber gives information on the position relative to A’ n B of a certain special 
class of projections e in B. More precisely, we proved that for II, factors 
NcM, H(M)N)= -lnA(M, N) if and only if EN.nM(e)=z(e) 1 for any 
Jones projection e and we proved that if [M: N] < 9 then this condition is 
sufficient to ensure that N’ n M= C. To solve 3” we showed that if 
{A,, c B,} n is a sequence of inclusions approximating N c A4, satisfying (*), 
then 1.(M, N) = lim,, A( B,, A,), H(M 1 N) = lim H( B, ) A,). This shows that 
once we know the index, H(MI N) can be thought of as the right object to 
replace N’ n M. 
Thus, to solve 4” (and thus the examples problem I) it remains to con- 
struct pairs of finite dimensional algebras A, c B, satisfying (*) and so that 
H(B, 1 A,) be approximately equal to In L(B,, A,) -- ‘. Unfortunately, the 
commuting square problem is very difficult and we couldn’t answer it in a 
satisfactory way. However, we could prove in [PiPol] formulas for the 
computation of JL(B, A) and H(BI A) for finite dimensional algebras. In 
particular those formulas explain when H and In 1.~’ are close: this 
depends on the existence of small projections in B that expected both on 
A and A’ n B are scalars. 
Our first goal in this paper is to characterize such inclusions. This will 
in fact assume a rediscussion of some ideas and proofs in [PiPol 1. Our 
analysis will relate our index 1(B, A) and the relative entropy H(BI A) to 
the norm of the embedding matrix of A in B. More precisely we have (see 
Theorems 2.4, 2.6): 
THEOREM 1. If N c M has Jinite index and B, A = B n N are finite 
dimensional subalgebras in M, with E,E, = E, and T is the inclusion matrix 
of A in B then we have the inequalities H( B ( A) d In I( TIJ 2, // Tll* d A( B, A)- ‘. 
This shows that our choice of definition for l(M, N) as a generalized 
index and of H(MI N) as the “relative commutant” are appropriate. It also 
explains how our approach lo-5” would also give an answer to the 
obstruction problem II. Indeed from Theorem 1 we get: 
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THEOREM 2. Let N c M be a pair of hyperfinite type II, factors with 
N’ n M = C. If there exist finite dimensional subalgebras B,, c M so that 
A, = B, n N and B, satisfy (*) and so that U B, = M then [M:N] is equal 
to the square norm of a (possibly infinite) matrix with nonnegative integer 
entries. 
By [Ho] this result yields gaps in the set of indices of subfactors with 
trivial relative commutant having the approximation property (*). In fact, 
we will also prove a more general sufficient condition for subfactors of 
arbitrary type II, factors to have index equal to the square of a norm of a 
matrix with nonnegative integers (Theorem 4.3). It depends on solving an 
approximate commuting square problem. 
The approximation problem 3” seems difficult to solve under the 
stronger condition (*). However, we will prove here its weaker version. 
THEOREM 3. Let N c M be hyperfinite type II, factors, with infinite or 
finite index. Then there exists an increasing sequence of finite dimensional 
factors B, so that M = U B,, and N = IJ (B, n N). 
This theorem solves a problem in [PiPol]. In fact we also get a 
C*-algebra version of it which solves a problem in Sakai’s book [Sal. 
All these show the great importance of understanding commuting 
squares of algebras, both for the examples and for the obstruction 
problems. Some results concerning obstructions for the existence of finite 
dimensional subalgebras B c M making (almost) commuting squares with 
the subfactor Nc M can be found in [POT]. 
The idea of constructing examples of subfactors N of the hyperfinite II, 
factor R (with [R:N] > 4) as a limit of inclusions of finite dimensional 
algebras was also considered by V. Jones and H. Wenzl, with a similar 
approach, using increasing sequences of inclusions A, c B,, satisfying (*) 
(for instance, by iterating Jones’ basic construction starting from an initial 
commuting square of inclusions A0 c B,, A, c B, [J3]). So far the only 
known example of subfactor N c R with N’ n R = C and 4 < [R: N] < 5 
(namely [R:N] = 3 +$) is constructed in [GHJ], by using some ad hoc 
arguments to get the appropriate commuting squares of finite dimensional 
algebras. 
One way of constructing finite dimensional subalgebras B, c M with the 
commuting square property EBnEE, = E,, N is by using Jones’ tunnel of 
subfactors MI N = M-, 3 M-, 3 . and by taking the corresponding 
sequence of higher relative commutants B,, = ML, n M. This fact and its 
possible significance for problems on subfactors of the hyperfmite II, factor 
R were noted independently by the authors and V. Jones [Jl] and by 
A. Ocneanu [Oc]. A. Ocneanu announced a number of results related to 
the case when N’ n M= C and the tower of relative cornmutants B,, 
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satisfies sup dim ZF(B,) < co, called the finite depth case. A proof that the 
hype&rite subfactors with finite depth are approximated (and thus 
completely classified) by their higher relative cornmutants is obtained by 
the second named author in [POT]. 
This paper represents work that has been completed by the authors 
during 1984-1987 as a subsequent of [PiPol]. Theorems 2 and 3 have 
been presented for the first time at the U.C.L.A.-Japan and the U.S.-Japan 
Seminars in Operator Algebras in May 1988, by the second named author. 
1. A SHORT LOOK TO INDEX AND ENTROPY 
To explain and motivate our further considerations we need to recall and 
discuss some of the definitions and results in [PiPol]. 
Throughout A4 will always denote a finite von Neumann algebra with a 
tixed normal finite faithful tracer r, t( 1) = 1. If Nc M is a von Neumann 
subalgebra then E, denotes the unique normal r-preserving conditional 
expectation of M onto N. If L’(A4, r) is the Hilbert space completion of M 
in the norm llxilz = T(x*x)‘!*, . Y E M, then E,,, is the restriction to the vector 
subspace McL2(M, r) of the orthogonal projection eN of L*(M, t) onto 
L*(N, z) = NC L*(M, T). 
1.1 The Zndex 
If Nc A4 are finite factors then [M:N] is by definition the dimension of 
L’(M, 7) as an N-Hilbert module [Jl]. Regarding [M:N] only in this 
algebraic way has several inconveniences: the definition doesn’t work well 
for general algebras; continuity results are difficult to prove; it is hard to 
compute in several concrete situations. 
To meet these additional requirements we introduced in [PiPol] a 
quantitative version of the index. 
1.1.1. DEFINITION (2.5 in PiPol]). If NcM are finite von Neumann 
algebras with a trace r as before and if E, denotes the r-preserving condi- 
tional expectation of M onto N then we put 
i(M, N)=I,,(M, N)=max{1>O(E,V(x)3~~x,xEM+} 
~,~~,~~=~~f{llE,~~~ll~lll~ll~lx~M+,~=~} 
MM, NJ = inf( lIEN(- I XE M+, llxll = 1) 
&(M, N) = inf{ IlE,(f)~I I,f#O projection in M}. 
In fact the constant i (as well as &, &) makes sense for any inclusion 
of von Neumann algebras N c M, once we have a conditional expectation 
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of M onto N so it is in fact associated to the conditional expectation rather 
than to the inclusion (see the introduction to [PiPoll). 
In the most interesting cases these constants coincide and in the factorial 
case they all give the index of the inclusion: 
1.1.2. THEOREM (2.2 in [PiPoll). Zf Nc A4 are finite factors then all the 
constants iUj(M, N), i< i<4, are equal to [M:N] -’ (with the convention 
a ~ ’ = 0). Moreover if the index of N in M is ,finite then [M: N] ~ ’ is the 
minimal constant ;1 for which there exists a projection e E M with E,,,(e) = 
Al, and any two such projections e,, e,EM with E,(e,) = E,(e,) = 
[M:M] -’ 1, are conjugate by a unitary element in N. 
The projections e with E,(e) = [M: N] ~ ’ 1 M are called Jones’ projec- 
tions for the inclusion N c M. The proof of 1.1.2 in the case [M: N] < co 
uses these projections to show that EN(x) 3 [M: N] ~ i x for every positive 
element of the form x= C x,eyj, xi, y;~ N. But such elements generate M 
by [PiPol]. 
It turns out that for finite dimensional algebras NC M the constants A, 
also coincide and can be computed in precise terms. 
1.1.3. THEOREM (6.1 in [PiPoll). Suppose NC M are finite dimensional 
algebras. Let M = @ts LM,, N = @ k E K N,, where K, L are finite sets, M, is 
the algebra of m, x m, matrices, N, the algebra of nk x nk matrices, let 
A = (akl)k,, denote the embedding matrix of N in M and let t,, respectively 
skr denote the traces of the minimal projections in M,, respectively Nk. Then 
%(M, N) = 1, (M, N), 1 < i < 4, and tf akl < nk for all k we have the ,formulas 
i(M, N))‘=maxZ a,,s,/t, = mEa; C ai,5(e”)/z(ekf ‘) 
k k 
The second formula in the above statement follows from the equality 
Sk/t, = a,,t(ek)/Z(etf’). 
The proof of these formulas is suggested by the proof of 1.1.2: the idea is 
to provide projections e, E M which expected on N are as flat as possible; 
if eO is chosen to be minimal in M then from the inequality E,(e,) 3 Ae, it 
follows that EN(x) 2 Ax for all positive elements x in the algebra generated 
by N and e,. The important fact that makes these definitions and formulas 
work well in concrete situations and be more convenient than others is that 
they only depend on the inclusion matrix (akl) and on the centers of M and 
N (not on the minimal projections of N, M). 
In fact in [PiPol] we also use the module structure of M over N to give 
another characterization of [M:N], thus providing one more possible 
580 '98 '2-4 
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definition of index. It is based on the existence of an orthonormal basis of 
M over N. 
1.1.4. PROPOSITION ( 1.3 in [ PiPol] ). Zf N c M are type II, factors and 
[M:N] < so then there are finitely many elements (mj>, c M such that 
E,,,(m:m,) = S,, f,, f, E 9(N), and such that x = cj mjE,(mPx), for ull 
x E M. Moreover given any set {m,} us above we have & mimT = [M: N] 1. 
Thus we may as well postulate existence of such basis (rn,) and take 
C mim: as index. We will not use these ideas in the present paper. Let us 
also mention that using 1.1.4 we gave a characterization of the normalizer 
.,V‘( N) of the subfactor N c M in terms of existence of suitable projections 
in N’ n M,, M, being the Jones extension of M by N [Jl]. 
1.1.5. COROLLARY (1.7 in PiPol]). There is a hijective correspondence 
between G=-,+‘(N)/%(N) and the set qf projections e E N’ n M, with 
E,(e) = [M:N] -I, given by u H ue,,,u*, eN being the Jones projection in 
M,. 
In the case N’ n M = C the algebra P c M generated by M(N) is just the 
crossed product of N by the finite group G = N(N)/%!(N) (cf. [Su, 521). 
Thus in particular 1.1.5 can be regarded as a more or less intrinsic charac- 
terization of when is M the crossed product of N by a finite group: once 
N’ n M, has n projections of trace [M:N] ~’ with n = [M: N] it follows 
that M = N >a G. The existence of [M: M] such projections can be trivially 
derived from various sufficient conditions: 
1.1.6. COROLLARY. Let N c M = C be type II, factors with N’ n M = C. 
Suppose one of the following conditions holds true: 
(i) [M:N] is an integer and N’ n M, has [M:N] mutuully 
orthogonal projections. 
(ii) N’ n M, has n projections of truce [M: N] ~ ‘, with n > [M: N]/2. 
Then ,U( N)” = M and M = N x G with G = NJ%. 
Proof (i) Since N’ n M = C we have E,(e) = r(e) 1 for all 
eEg(N’nM,) and thus t(e)> [M:N] ’ for all such e. Thus if there are 
[M:N] mutually orthogonal projections in N’n MI then they must have 
trace [M:N] -l. By 1.1.5 and the preceding comments we get M= N XI G. 
(ii) If P=X(N)” then by 1.1.5, [P:N]=n so that [M:P]= 
[M: N]/n < 2. But then [Jl] forces P = M. 
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1.2. The Relative Commutant 
A first invariant tom be considered for a subfactor N c M is its relative 
commutant N’ n M. In general [M: N] does not reflect N’ n IV, except for 
the following implication due to Jones: if [M: N] <4 then it follows 
automatically that N’n M= C (cf. 2.2.4 in [Jl I). 
For values larger than 4 one can however construct subfactors of any 
index and nontrivial relative commutant as follows (cf. [Jl]): let f~ M be 
a nonzero projection with t(S) < l/2 and suppose there exists an 
isomorphism 8: fMf +(l -f)M(l -f); put N= {x@O(x)~x~fMf}; 
then N is also a factor and [M:N] = tr’ + (1 - t) -I. We will call such sub- 
factors locally trivial subfactors. More generally, let fo, f, , . . . be a partition 
of the unity with nonzero projections in M and let Bj: foMfo -+ fjMft be 
some surjective isomorphisms, with 8,=id. Let N= {@i.oOi(~)I 
x E foMfo}. Then we call N a locally trivial subfactor of M. We mention 
that in this paper we will only consider the initially mentioned case f. =A 
fi = 1 -x (We thank A. Ocneanu for suggesting to us the use of the 
additional word “locally” in our initial terminology “trivial subfactors.“) 
Using again Jones’ formula in [Jl] it is easy to see that in fact if 
4 < [M: N] < 3 + 2 ,/‘?! then this is the only possible example of subfactor 
with nontrivial relative commutant that may exist. Indeed if f E N’ n M 
with z(f)=t and (1 -f)M(l -,f)#N(l -f) then [M:N]3t- ‘+ 
2(1-t)p>3+2& 
So to find whether a subfactor N c A4 has the property N’ n M= C or 
not, for sufficiently small values of the index it is sufficient to show that N 
is not a locally trivial subfactor. 
Now locally trivial subfactors have the property that the Jones’ projec- 
tions e E M do not expect on scalars in N’ A A4 unless [M:N] = 4 
(cf. [PiPoll). So to ensure that N'nM=C for 4< [M:N]<3+2$ it 
is sufficient to prove that Eiy. n M(e) is a scalar. 
This justifies the consideration of a new invariant for Nc M, to reflect 
when E,. n ,(e) are scalars. For instance we may choose it to be 
A’(M NJ = IlEN,, de)ll :/r(e) (1.2.1) 
because one can recognize an element 0 da < 1 not to be a scalar by 
showing that z(a)‘# $a’). 
A similar expression can be defined to work for general finite algebras 
N c M, when we need not have a privileged class of projections (i.e., Jones’ 
projections), as 
i”(M, N) = o,;4y;,Nj (inf(IIEN,nM(eo)ll:l~(e,)Ie, 
projection with E,(e,) & crl,,,}). (1.2.2) 
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It is not difficult to show that if N c M are factors then A’ = A”. The 
advantage of computing A’ or A” instead of all N’ n A4 is that we need to 
take into consideration only a small class of projections (instead of all the 
projections). 
However, the constants A’, 1.” have some inconveniences. Fortunately 
there already exists an object to do the job and having all the good proper- 
ties we need. 
1.3. The Entropy 
The invariant that we chose to reflect the behaviour of E,,, Je) is the 
entropy of A4 relative to N. This number was defined by Connes and 
Stormer in [CS], for finite dimensional algebras. Its expression however 
makes sense for any pair of finite von Neumann algebras N c M, a fact that 
was pointed out in [PiPol]. 
1.3.1. DEFINITION [CS]. Let S be the set of all families of positive 
elements (x i, . . . . x,,) in A4 with CX, = 1 and let y: [0, l] -+ [0, 11, q(t)= 
- t In t. Then 
H(MI N) = sup c (qE,.Jx,) - v/x,) 
(.Y,)ES i
is the entropy of A4 relative to N. 
Thus, the computation of H(M( N) depends on taking the right parti- 
tions of the unity, in particular in the factorial case, the ones obtained by 
averaging the Jones’ projections, ( l/nu,euT)i E S. Such averagings reflect 
E,v,,,(e) as well, and this explains why H(A4 N) is related to E,,,,(e). 
More precisely we proved: 
1.3.2. THEOREM [PiPol]. If N c M are finite factors then we have: 
(i) H(MIN)~I~[M:N]~~~H(MIN)=I~[M:N]~~~E,~,,(~)EC~. 
(ii) [f H(MIN) = In[M:N] and 4 < [M:N] < 9, [M:N] # 
(1 + 2 cos(n/n + 2))*, n > 1, [M: N] # 8, then N’ n M= C. 
The entropy of an automorphism is known to reflect how well the 
elements of the space are amalgamated by the automorphism. The relative 
entropy H(MI N) reflects how well the elements in M are amalgamated by 
the unitaries in N. 
The above theorem shows that in fact H(A4 N)=ln[M:N] = 
In j.( M, N) - ’ corresponds to an extremal case of inclusion N c M. This fact 
will be even more transparent when we’ll compare the formulas of i.(M, N) 
with that of H(M I N) for finite dimensional algebras. But first we should 
note two key technical results from [ PiPol]. 
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1.3.3. PROPOSITION (3.5, 4.2 in [PiPoll). H(M( N) < In A(M, N)-’ for 
any pair of finite von Neumann algebras N c M. Moreover if p E M is a 
projection such that En, n Jp) = cf, for some c > 0, f E P(N’ n M), then 
H(M( N) 3 c-‘zyE,(p). In particular, if there is a projection e E M with 
E,(e) = EN, n ,+, (e)=L(M, N) 1 then H(MIN)=lnA(M, N) I. 
1.3.4. THEOREM (6.2 in [PiPol 1). Suppose N c M are finite von 
Neumann algebras (with the notations in 1.1.3) and that akl G nk for all k. 
Then we have 
H(MI NJ = c aklnk t/ ln(m,sA-/nk fl) 
k-1 
= C t(ekf’) In (at, ‘($e)~~~‘)). 
k, / 
This formula, as in fact all considerations on relative entropy, may seem 
difficult to handle and to calculate but in fact they depend entirely on con- 
structing projections e in M which project on a scalar in N’ n M and on 
something as close to a scalar as possible on N, exactly as one does to 
maximize the expression of /I” in 1.3.2. Note the important fact that H 
depends only on the inclusion matrix (ak,)k,l, on the centers of N, M, and 
on the way these centers are interrelated. 
1.4. Commuting Squares and Continuity Properties 
Both A(M, N) and H(MI N) behave well to limit, especially when certain 
conditions are fulfilled. The next condition was first considered in [Poll 
and was largely used in [PiPol]. The terminology “commuting squares” is 
due to V. Jones. 
1.4.1. DEFINITION. Let M be a finite von Neumann algebra and 
N,, N c M von Neumann subalgebras of M. If E,,E, = E,E,, = EN0 n ,,, 
then we say that M, N, NO, NO n N form a commuting square of algebras. 
1.4.2. PROPOSITION [PiPol 1. lo. rf’ N, c M,, k 2 0, is a sequence of 
subakebras of M and IIEM,(~)-EE,,(x)l12 -+O, IIEN,(x)-EN,(~)l12 -+O, 
x E M, then I(M,, NO) > lim, sup A(M,, Nk) and H(M, 1 N,) < 
lim, inf H(kfk ( Nk). 
2”. If in addition ENk+,EMk = ENkr k 3 1, then E.(M,, N,,) = 
limk lw(hf,, Nk), H(M, ) N,,) = lim, H(M, 1 Nk). 
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2. MORE ON INDEX, ENTROPY, AND NORMS OF MATRICES 
The preceding section shows that in order to understand the condition 
N’ n M= C we must get a closer look to the condition H(M 1 N) = 
ln(%(M, N))‘), especially in the finite dimensional case. We will prove here 
that in fact the norm lIA11* of the embedding matrix of the finite dimen- 
sional algebras N c A4 is sequeezed between the entropy from below and 
index from above. Thus H(M 1 N) close to In i(M, N) - I will force 
i(M, N)-’ to be close to IIAl12. 
We will in fact consider a slightly more general class of inclusions than 
the finite dimensional ones. Such inclusions were independently considered 
by the authors and by V. Jones, in the attempt to construct more examples 
of subfactors. 
2.1. DEFINITION. Suppose N c A4 are finite von Neumann algebras with 
atomic centers and let {ek}kGK, respectively (f’},, L, be the minimal 
central projections of N, respectively A4 (K, L finite or infinite). Suppose 
that for each k, I, (ekf’Nf’ek)’ n ekf’Mf’ek = M,, is a matrix algebra and 
that e/tf ‘Mf ‘ek = (ekf ‘Nf ‘ek) v Mkl = ekf ‘Nf ‘ek 0 Mkl. Then we say that 
N c M is a matricial inclusion and if ak, denotes the dimension of the 
matrix Mkl (i.e., M,, = M air,xuk,(C)) then A = (akl) is called the matrix of the 
inclusion N c M. 
2.2. EXAMPLES. 1”. Let N, c M, be finite dimensional von Neumann 
algebras and P a type II, factor. Then N, @ P = N c M= MO@ P is a 
matricial inclusion of type II, algebras with finite dimensional centers. The 
matrix of the inclusion N c M coincides with the matrix of the inclusion 
NocM,. 
2”. Let Ni c Mi be a sequence of finite dimensional algebras with 
traces r,. Let o be a free ultralilter on N. Suppose 
c {Si(eklf4)IkicK,, li~Lj, Ti(eklf4)>E} = 1. 
Denote M = 17, _ (o M, with trace z =lim,,,,ri, N=Z7,,Ni (see, e.g., 
[ McD, Co] ), the corresponding ultraproduct algebras. Then N c M is either 
a matricial inclusion of type II 1 algebras with atomic centers or an inclusion 
of finite atomic algebras (i.e., algebras of the form 0 ,E L M,, Bks K N, 
with M,, N, matrix algebras and L, K finite or infinite sets of indices). 
Moreover, if lim, si(f “)/m,, = 0 for any choice of sequences lip Li, i> 1, 
then N c M are type II, von Neumann algebras. 
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2.3. THEOREM. If NC M is a matricial inclusion like in 2.1 with 
dim Nek 2 a:!, for all k, 1, then we have: 
1”. [f I,(M, N)=max{i3OIE,(x)3~~x, for all XE (Mf’), 1 denotes 
the local index,for IE L, then 
/I,(M, N) ’ = c ai,T(e”)/z(e”f’) 
i(M, N))‘=supA,(M, N) ‘. 
2”. H(M, N) = 1l.k r(ekf’) ln(a&r(ek) r(f’)/r(ekf’)2). 
Proof: It is sufficient to prove the statement in the case the inclusion 
matrix A = (ak,) is finite (i.e., N, A4 have finite dimensional centers). Indeed, 
if L, K are infinite then let L, c L be finite, let K, c K be the finite set of 
elements in K connected with L, and N, c M, be the corresponding 
subalgebras of N, A4 with centers indexed by K,, L,, and let r0 be the 
normalization of the trace r I,,,,“. Then it is easy to see that d(M, N) = 
lim I(M,, N,), H(MI N) = lim H(M, / N,), the limits being taken over all 
finite subsets of L. 
Now if A is finite and N, A4 are finite dimensional then 1.1.3, 1.3.4 apply. 
Suppose then N, A4 are of type II, and A is finite. To show that 
it is sufficient to construct a projection e, E M, such that E,(e,) d c. The 
construction of such an e, is exactly the same as the construction of the 
similar projection in the finite dimensional case on page 96 of [PiPol]. To 
show that A, 2 c it is sufficient to prove that given any E > 0 and any projec- 
tion f E M, there is a projection e <<s, e # 0, such that E,(e) > (C-E) e. 
Indeed, this is because then we may write any such f as a sum of e’s for 
which E,(e) 3 (C-E) e and thus EN(f) 3 (C-E) J: Since E is arbitrary we 
get EN(f) > cf so that by spectral decomposition EN(x) > cx for all 
x E (A4f ‘) + . This would imply c < I,. 
But given any projection f E Mf’ it follows by [PoZ] that there is 
0 # e d f such that exe is almost a scalar multiple of e for all x E N’ n M. 
(Since N’ A A4 is finite dimensional.) For such projections the computa- 
tions of E,(e) in [PiPol, p. 161 work in the type II, setting as well to 
show that E,(e) 2 (C-E) e. This proves 1 O. 
To prove 2” note that by [PiPol] in order to compute H(M, N) it is 
sufficient to consider partitions of unity (xi) c M with x, scalar multiples of 
projections. Moreover, by the preceding observations each such projection 
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is a sum of projections e for which e(N’ n M) e c Ce (approximately). Thus 
it is sufficient to consider scalar multiples of such projections e. But then 
the computations in 6.11 of [PiPol] show that 
c (v(x,) - ~tl~iv(X!)) 
<C z(etf’) ln(a:,r(ek) t(f’)/z(ekf’)*) + 0(c). 
k/ 
Thus H(M, N) < Ck,[ z(ekf’) ln(aEIs(ek) r(f’)/s(ekf’)2). 
To show the opposite inequality we proceed exactly like in 6.13-6.14 in 
[PiPol] to construct partitions of the unity (xi) c M for which 
3 C s(ekf’) ln(ai,z(ek) z(f’)/r(ekf’)*) - 0(E). 
k.l 
Note that in fact this construction is here much easier since there are no 
minimal projections in M and since dim Nek > ,I:,. Q.E.D. 
The “index” A(M, N) is closely related to the norm of the inclusion 
matrix A, as shown by the next: 
2.4. THEOREM. Let N c M be finite atomic algebras with nk 2 ukl, Qk, I, 
and let I.,(M, N) be the local index like in 2.3. Then 
I.(M, N))‘=sup&(M, N))‘> JIAI1*>infi,(M, N)- ‘. 
Proof: Since z(ek)/r(ekf') =sk/akltl by 2.3, 1” we have 1(M, N) = 
infj tl/Ck aklSk. But t,Ek aklsk = fl/Ck,r aklakr tr so that tl/Ck ak/sk = 
t,/(A’At),. On the other hand, the proof of the Perron-Frobenius theorem 
shows that (IA’AII = min, sup, (t,/(.,,), ))I, the minimum being taken over 
all positive vectors t. This shows that IIA’AIJ < Ib(M, N)-- ‘. 
Moreover, since A’,4 is a positive operator we have (A’At, t) d 
\IA Jj* (t, t) and since CI = inf, (A’At),/t, satisfies A’At 3 crt it follows that 
x(t, t) < llAl\* (t, t) so that cr< llA/I*. Q.E.D. 
We will now clarify the situation when the index A(M, N) ml equals II,4 (1’. 
2.5. THEOREM. Let N c M be finite atomic algebras with nk >, akl, Qk, 1, 
and with the inclusion matrix A irreducible. Then the following properties are 
equivalent: 
2.5.1. The local index i,( M, N) is constant, I”,( M, N) = EJM, N), Ql. 
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2.5.2. A(M, N) = t& ak,sk, VI. 
2.5.3. i(M, N)-’ =Ck a:,z(ek)/T(ekf’), Vl. 
2.5.4. llAlI’=A(M, N) -‘. 
2.5.5. t is an eigenvector,for A’A. 
2.5.6. s is an eigenvector for AA’. 
2.5.7. If eN denotes the orthogonal projection of L2(M, z) onto 
L2(N, z) then there exists a trace z, on the algebra M, generated by A4 and 
eN such that sl(xeN) = i(M, N) z(x), for all x E M. 
Proof: Trivial by 1.1.3, 2.3, the Perron-Frobenius theorem, and 2.2.4 in 
CJ1 I. Q.E.D. 
We will now clarify the relations between the norm of the inclusion 
matrix A and the relative entropy H(MJ N). 
2.6. THEOREM. Let N c M he finite atomic algebras with nk 3 akl, Vk, 1. 
Then 
H(MI N)dln IIAl12. 
Proof: It is obviously sufficient to prove the inequality only in case 
N c M are finite dimensional (i.e., K, L are finite sets). 
Let cp(t) = CItL m,t,- 1, for t E RL. Let 
fct)= c aklnkt/ln mlzJEL akjtJ > 
ktK nk tl 
ItL 
for t E RL satisfying t,aO, V/I, and q(t) = 0 (with the convention 0 In 0= 
0,O In co = 0). Then ,f is continuous on the compact set given by the above 
conditions and if t corresponds to the trace on M then f(t) = H(MI N) 
(cf. 1.3.3). To prove the inequality it is thus sufficient to show that 
max ,f(t) Q In I/A II 2. We will prove that this inequality holds true by induc- 
tion over card L. 
IfcardL=l then A=(a,),m=m,t=t,and IIAli2=z:kai, 
mak t 
f(t) = 2 aknk t In - 
k n,t . 
By the convexity of In and Ck aknk t = mt = 1 we get 
f(t) d In 1 akn~t~akr = In IIAl/2. 
k k 
Suppose we proved that max f(t) < In )I A /I 2 in case card L < p, 
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Assume card L = p and let to be so that f(t”) = max f(t). If fy, = 0 for 
some 1, E L, then consider L’ = L\ { I,} and 
fact)= C aklnktlln ml 1 akjtjlnkt, 
ksK ( je I.' > 
/t L' 
defined for t’ = (t,),,,, E iwy satisfying cpo(t) = CIEL. m,t,- 1 = 0. Then we 
clearly have f(t) =fo(t’), when t = (t’, 0), so that max f(t) = max fo(t’). 
BY induction max fo(t’) G II (akOke K,IE L,/I 2 and since II (adk t K,IG L41 d 
II (aklJke K,lE LII we are done. 
Thus we may assume that maxf(t) is attained on a vector to with 
tY > 0, Vl. But then Lagrange’s multiplier method applies and we get 
~(t”)=i~(t”), iEL 
I I 
for some constant 2. 
We have aqD/a, = mi and 
$=$(c aklnk tI In m/ 1 akf t,/nk ti 
I ‘1 k,! / >> 
= c akink In (-i 1 akl tj/nk t!) 
k / 
+c 
k,/ ak’nk t’ ml c,, ak,F t, 
nktl 
= c akink In (m! c akjt.,/nk li> 
k i 
= C ak,nk In mi C akit,/nk ti 
k i 
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It follows that to and 1% must satisfy the equations 
Multiplying each equation by tP and summing up we get 
A = ,f( to) = max f( t ). 
Thus for each ie L we get 
max f (t) = C ski nk In mi 1 akifJO/nktP 
k 9 I 
Since Ck uki(nk/mi) = 1, by the convexity of In we obtain for each i E L 
max f(t) <In 
( 
C akrak, tP/tY = ln(A’AtO)i/tP. 
k, I > 
By the Perron-Frobenius theorem it follows that 
max f(t) < ln(min (A’At’),/tP) d In (IA’A I/ = In IIA II 2. 
I 
Q.E.D. 
2.7 THEOREM. Let N c M be a matricial inclusion like in 2.1 with 
irreducible inclusion matrix A and dim Nek 3 a:,, Vk, 1. Assume that in 
case N, M are atomic then nk t,/sk is an integer for all k, 1 with alil # 0. Then 
the following conditions are equivalent. 
2.7.1. There exists a projection eE M so that E,(e) = E,,,.,,(e) = 
i(M, N) 1. 
2.7.2. H(M, N) = In i(M, N)-‘. 
2.7.3. a:,T(ek) $j” ‘)/z(eTf I)’ are constant ,for all k, 1 for which ak! # 0. 
Moreover if the above conditions are satisfied then 
IIAII’=i(M, N)-l = ak,t(ek) z(f’)/Qekf’)2 
.for all k, 1 with a,,# 0, (z(,f’)“‘), is the unique eigenvector of A’A 
corresponding to the eigenvalue lIArAIl = /IAll 2, (z(ek)‘/2)k is the unique eigen- 
vector of AA’ corresponding to the eigenvalue IIAA’II = j/AIj’ and we have 
T(ek)“’ = IlAll c, &,T(,f’)“2, $f’)“2 = IIAII c &,r(ek)“‘, T(e’lf’) = (&,/l(AjI ) 
(z(e”) r(f’))“‘. 
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Proof By 1.3.2 we have 2.6.1 3 2.6.2. By 2.3 and the convexity of In we 
have 
H(MIN)=C@f’)l n u~,T(&) t(J’)/r(ekf’)* 
k,l 
d C I In 1 u:,5(eh-)/r(e’f’) 
/ ! k > 
d In 
( 
sup 1 a:,r(ek)/r(ekf’) 
I k > 
=ln JJM, N) ’ 
and equalities hold only if Ck &r(e”)/z(ekf’) = i(M, N) ~ ’ for all I and for 
each I a,$z(ek) t(f’)/z(ekf’)2 is constant for all k with a,,#O. Since A is 
irreducible we get 2.7.3 holds true. It follows that & a$(ek)/r(ekf’) = 
2 Ck T(ekf’)/U) = a, where c( is the common value of a:,z(ek) 
t(f’)/r(ekf’)2. Thus a=E”(M, N))‘. For each k, I with ak,#O we choose 
projections ekl E ekf ‘Me”f I, pk, E Nekf’ satisfying the conditions: 
ta) Pkl 2 ek/i 
(b) T(ekl) = eY)2/4~(ek), Th’k,) = T(eY)‘l~(ek); 
(C) ENerf’(ekj) = l/u;,PkC and J&IJ~~,~ Pk,,wPkl(ek,) = l/u:,Pkl; 
(d) E&J,,) have mutually orthogonal supports. 
Then since Ck r(e’j.‘)/r(f’) = 1 it follows that there exists a projection 
e E M such that e”f ‘eekf I= t(ekf ‘)/z(f ‘) ek,. An easy computation shows 
that e will satisfy E,(e) = ENsnM (e) = ,l(M, N) 1. The rest of the statement 
is a simple consequence of the Perron-Frobenius theorem and of the 
fact that if 1” = 1(M, N) = r(ellf’)‘/a:,r(e”) t( f ‘) then c, ak[t( f ‘)I’* = 
I,‘!* C, z(e!f’)/t(ek)‘!* = l.‘,‘2T(ek)1/2. Q.E.D. 
2.8. Remark. The dimension condition dim Nek > u:, (or nk > ak,) Vk, I, 
that we used all the time for matricial inclusions N c M may seem to be 
restrictive. It is actually not. This is because we will mostly use our results 
(in Section 3) in problems about inclusions of hyperlinite type II, factors 
R, c R, when we can always tensor up by another copy of R, say R,, and 
make in this way the condition satisfied. More precisely if M, r R are finite 
dimensional algebras with E,, ER, = EmgnR, and if we denote by 
N, = M, n R, then we can choose finite dimensional subfactors Mi c Ro, 
MitR, with dimMi>,dimM, and get a new pair R,@R,cR@R, 
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with [R,OR,:R,@R,]=[R:R,], (R,@Ro)‘nR@R,=R;nR and 
Mk@ Mz t R@ R, with the usual commuting square condition satisfied 
and also with the required dimension condition satisfied for each finite 
dimensional inclusion Nk @ Mi c M, @ME (which have the same inclu- 
sion matrices as Nk c Mk), k 3 1. Note that, from these observations and 
the obvious equality H(MI N) = H(M@ R, 1 NOR,,) (which follows for 
instance by 4.4 in [PiPol]) we get: 
2.9. COROLLARY. IJ’ N c M are type II, ,factors with finite index and 
Bc M is a jinite dimensional subalgebra with A = Bn N sati?fying 
E,E, = E, then we have the inequalities: 
(i) l/TI12d [M:N]; 
(ii) H(B I A) < In II TIl 2 where T is the inclusion matrix of A in B. 
3. FINITE DIMENSIONAL APPROXIMATION AND OBSTRUCTIONS FOR THE INDEX 
From Section 1 it follows that if N’n M= C and if there are finite 




Thus, as k goes to infinity H(M, I M, n N) and In 2(M,, M, n N) ~ ’ 
get closer and closer. Since in the preceeding section we showed that 
H(M,jM,nN)bln ~~A,~~2~ln~(Mk,MknN)-1,wewillget%(M,N)~L= 
lim, I.(M,, M, n N) ~’ = lim, II AJ2, A, bein the embedding matrix for 
M, n N c Mk. Since in the interval (4, 2 + 2” 5) the set of possible values of 
square norms of matrices is closed and countable [Ho] this immediately 
produces gaps in the set of indices for the above class of pairs of factors. 
Thus, from Theorems 2.4, 2.6 we can derive the obstructions for the index. 
3.1. THEOREM. Let N c R be a s&factor qf the hyperjinite II, ,factor 
with N’ n R = C. Assume there exists a sequence of ,finite dimensional sub- 
algebras M, c R such that 
(1) MkfR. 
Then [R: N] = lim, llAkll 2 where Ak are the inclusion matrices oj 
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M, n N c M,. In particular, there exists a (possibly infinite dimensional) 
matrix of nonnegative integers entries A such that [R: N] = I/ A II 2. 
Proof. By [PiPol] if N’nR=C then H(RIN)=ln[R:N]= 
In A(R, N)-‘. Moreover we have H(R ( N) = lim, H(Mj 1 Ni) and 
%(R, N) = lim, /Z(Mi, N,) where Ni = M, n N. Thus lim (H(MiI Ni) - 
In i.(Mj, N;) ~ I ( = 0. Tensoring by a copy of R and arguing like in 2.8 we 
may assume N, c Mi satisfies the hypotheses of 2.4, 2.6, i.e., n; b ai, for all 
k, 1, i. By 2.4 and 2.6 it follows that lim, i(M,, N,))’ = lim, 1(Ai/12. By [Ho], 
lim /(A ill2 = 11 A I/* for some possibly infinite matrix A. 
We also mention an immediate consequence of 3.1 which generalizes a 
result in [W]: 
3.2. COROLLARY. Let N c R be a subfactor of the hyperfinite type II, 
factor with N’ n R = C and arbitrary index. Assume there exists a sequence 
of,finite dimensional subalgebras M, c R such that 
(1) M,TR. 
(2) E.w~E.w=En,l,m k> 1. 
(3) sup, dim ZY(M,) < co. 
Then for all sufficiently large k we have IIAl;ll 2 = [M: N]. 
Proof Since there are only finite many integral matrices of uniformly 
bounded norms and dimensions, the statement follows by 3.1. Q.E.D. 
In fact, the results in Section 2 can be applied to obtain a more general 
theorem relating values of indices with norms of positive integer matrices. 
Namely, the approximate version of the commuting square condition (2) in 
3.1, 3.2 is sufficient to ensure the same conclusion. In fact, the next theorem 
will also show how the general obstruction problem reduces to an 
(approximate) commuting square problem. 
3.3. THEOREM. Let N c M be arbitrary type II, factors with N’ n M = C 
and [M: N] < ay, and let e E M be a Jones projection, i.e., E,(e) = 
[M: N] ~’ 1. Assume there exists a sequence of finite dimensional pairs of 
algebras in M, Ni c M,, i 2 1, tvith inclusion matrices A, = (~;i,)~,, satisfying 
the conditions: 
(1) (a) lim, lIEM,(e)-412=O; 
(b) lim,i(M,, N,) ’ d [M:N]; 
(~1 lim, IIE NinM(e)- [M:N]-’ lll,=O; 
(d) ni 3 a;,, k, 1, i. 
(2) lim, SUP{ IIEN(~)-EN,(~)I12 IxEM,, llxll = 1) =O. 
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Then [M:N] = lim, %(Mi, N,))’ = limi llA,l/*. Moreover ifsup dim zY(M~) 
< co then [M:N] = llA,lJ*for i large enough. 
Prooj By (1) (a), (b), and (2) it follows that lim, )(M,, Nk)-’ = 
[M:N]. By (1) (c), (2) and 1.3.3 it follows that lim, sup W(M,I Nk)> 
ln[M:N]. Since H(M, 1 Nk) d In j(M,, N,))’ it follows that 
lim, IH(M,IN,)-ln;1(M,, N,))‘I =0 so that by (1) (d), and 2.4, 2.6 the 
statement follows. Q.E.D. 
3.4. COROLLARY. The set of indices of subfactors with trivial relative 
commutant of the hyperfinite II, factor R (of an arbitrary type II, factor M) 
and with the approximation properties (1 ), (2) of 3.1 (respectively (1 ), (2) 
of 3.3) has only countable accumulation points in the interval [0, 2 + $1. 
ProoJ Trivial by [Ho] and 3.1, 3.3. 
Although we are unable to prove that any pair of hyperlinite type II, 
factors Nc R can be approximated by finite dimensional pairs of algebras 
making a commuting square with the inclusion Nc R, as required by the 
hypothesis of Theorem 3.1, we can prove a weaker version of this property, 
but under a more general hypothesis: 
3.5. THEOREM. Let NCR be an arbitrary subfactor of the hypecfinite 
type II, factor R. Then there exists an increasing sequence of finite dimen- 
sional subfactors (IM~}~ of R so that R = Uk M,, N = Uk (Mk n N). 
Proof: To prove the theorem we will use the following easy deforma- 
tion (or perturbation) result: 
(*) Given any E > 0 and N, c M a finite dimensional subfactor of the 
type II, factor M, there exists 6 > 0 such that if M0 is a finite dimensional 
subfactors of M with N, cg M, (i.e., /i,!?,,,(x) -x/I2 < 6 for all XE N,, 
jlxli d 1) and dim No divides dim M,, th en there exists a unitary element 
U,,EMSO that U,N,U,“cMO, 111 -U,(/,<c. 
The proof of this result can be found in [CS] and a stronger form (i.e., 
with 6 independent of dim N,) in [Ch2]. Now let (x,,},, be a countable set 
of elements in the unit ball R, of R, so that ix,,},, is dense in R, in the 
norm II I( *. Let also { Nk Sk be an increasing sequence of finite dimensional 
subfactors of N so that N= Uk Nk. Let also {Mf}k be an increasing 
sequence of finite dimensional subfactors of R so that dim N, + , dim Mf 
divides dim Mi + , and so that R = lJk M,. 
We construct recursively a sequence of unitary elements {U,}, in R and 
an increasing sequence of integers (k, }n so that: 
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(1) l/1-~i,,ll,<2~‘~; 
(2) U,,EN:, -,nR 
(3) N,,c U,,U,, ,4J1M~nu:41,,*; 
(4) IIEC.)I~I...U,M~~~,~...(‘n*~,(X,)-X,112<2-n, 1 Gidn. 
Suppose we made this construction up to n. Since 
U,,(U,lu,,~l...UIM~n+p UT.. . U,:) = R it follows that there exists 
k ,?+,>k,, so that IIE, ,,... u,M,;z+,G; ..tj,$x,)-x,Jz<2~” ’ and N,l+l=ii 
u,;.. wf:,t+I U:...U,F, where 6=6(N,,+,,&=2-“-‘) is given by (*). 
Denote Mf,= U,,... U,Mi,zUi: ... U,:, M,!,,, = Ii,, ‘.. U,Mz”+, UT ... U,:. 
Then N,,+IchM,‘,+,, N,,c M,‘, (by 3). It follows that NL n N,,, , c6 
NLnMf,., so that by (*) there exists a unitary element U,, + , E N:, n R 
such that (/1-U,,+,J1<2~“+’ and U,,+,N:,nMj,+,U,*+,TNN:,nN,,+,. 
But then, since [U,,+ , , N,,]=O we will also have U,,+,M:,+,U,T+,I 
N ,I f I ) which proves (3). 
Now by (1) it follows that {U, .. U,,},, is a Cauchy sequence of 
unitary elements. Take U = lim,, (U, . . . U,,). Put M,, = UMffl U*. Since 
%CM:,,>, it follows that M,, is increasing. By (2) and (3) it follows 
that M,, 1 N,, for all n. Finally, by (4) it follows that M,, exhaust R. 
Indeed if E > 0 and i are given then there exists n =n(i) so that 
llu-u,,-, ~~~U,II,<~/8 and so that IIE,,,+.. U,M;,,C’;.. u:m,(a~,)--x,l12< 
a/2. But then II,? L’,-, * c’, Mf,,U, c,,,*m, (x) - EuM~,~~~(x)IIZ < &/2 for any x E R, 
/Ix// 6 1, so that by the definition of M,, we get IIEM,(,~,) -x,/l cc. Thus 
l/E,,,r(.u,) - x,11 z + 0 for all i and this ends the proof of the theorem. Q.E.D. 
A similar result can be proved for pairs of UHF algebras, instead of 
pairs of hyperfinite factors. Indeed, we have a similar deformation result as 
(*) with the uniform norm instead of the norm 11 (I2 (see, e.g., [Chl]). The 
proof goes in exactly the same way to get: 
3.6. THEOREM. Let N c M be UHF algebras. Then there exists an 
increasing sequence of ,finite dimensional subfactors {Mk}k in M so that 
M = U/, M,, N = Uk (M, n N), lvhere the closures are in the un!form norm. 
This result solves a problem in [Sa, pp. 241-2421. 
Note added in proof: We learned from U. Haagerup that the result 3.6 was already proved 
by A. Lazar in 1987. 
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